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International agreement in mineralogical and 
crystallogralohical nomenclature. 

By L. J. S ~ c ~ a ,  M.A., Se.D., F.R.S. 

Assistant-Keeper in the Mineral Department of the British Museum 
(Natural History). 

[Read January 20, 1925.1] 

A COMMITTEE on Nomenclature and Classification of Minerals 
was appointed at the first annual meeting of the Mineralogical 

Society of America in DeCember 1920, and two of its reports have been 
recently issued in the 'American Mineralogist 'S. Such a committee 
for standardizing nomenclature is clearly needed, but i t  must take a far 
wider view. I f  the recommendations can be, or are likely to be, adopted 
only in their country o f  origin then the result will be still  further 
confusion in the nomenclature of the science. I t  is especially important 
in this connexion to bear in mind tha t  science is world-wide, and  its 
language should, as far as possible, be adapted to meet international 
needs. The tendency to adapt names to part icular  languages should 
rather be discouraged. For example, Kalz i t  (for Calcite) in German, 
particularly in Austr ia  ; Esfena, Esfalerita, &c. (for Sphene, Sphalerite, 
&c.) in Spanish; Emati te  and Alite (for Hemati te  and Halite)  in 
I ta l ian ;  Toryanit (fo r Thorianite) in Polish. 

What  is really wanted is an international committee, or at least some 
co-ordination between the )Iineralogical Societies of different countries. 
l~ather than by drawing up hard and fast rules bearing on priority, 8 the 

i This paper was also read on August 8: 1924, before Section C (Geology) at~ 
the Toronto meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science. 
Title only is published in the Report. I further had the advantag of discuss- 
ing it informally with several American mineralogists, more particularly at the 
Geophysical Laboratory in Washington. 

2 Amer. Min., 1923, vol. 8, p. 51 ; 19247 vol. 9, p. 61. 
s Stl'ict adherence to priority would give rise to many difficulties. For 

example, the now well-known name Calcite was first applied (in 1886) to the 
barley-corn' pseudomorphs of Calcium carbonate after celestine from Sanger- 

hausen in Thuringia ; and only later (in 1848) was it limited to the species then 
known as Calc-spar, Calcareous spar, or Iceland-spar. 
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forms and terminations of names, &c., more service would be rendered 

by a mutua l  understanding,  involving some ' g i v e  and take ', in order 

to arr ive at  the best names and terms tbr internat ional  use. 

The names of the native elements must natural ly  remain for each 

language. Unless, perhaps, the Lat in  equivalents universally used 
for the  chemical symbols, e.g., Aurum,  Argentum, Cuprum, &c., were 

by c o m m o n  consent adopted. But  such names as Copper-[)yritcs, 

Kupferkies,  Cuivre pyri teux,  Kopparkis,  Col)re amarillo, Rame giallo, 

&c., might  very well give place to Chalkopyri te ; and Copper-glance and 

Kupferglanz to Chalkosine (Chalcocite). Fluor, Fluor-spar,  Fluorine 

(French), Fluss, Flui3spat might  be Fluor i te  in all languages. And marly 

other  si,nple changes of a similar kind might  be suggested. ~ 

A case that  easily leads to confasion and often to error  is when the 

same name is applied in different languages to different mineral-species. 

For  example, Magnesi te  is used by French authors and some Germans 

for the silicate ~[eerschaum (or Sepiolite), whilst  in most other languages 

i t  denotes the carbonate of magnesium. Tile Felspar  "~ Labradori te  is 

known in French  and often alsr in Genmm as Labrador :  whilst in 

French Labradori te  is a b eLpLtr-basalt, and in 1)~ussian a ]"elspar-gabbro 
(anorthosite). The zeolite Phillipsite is called Chris t iani te  by the 

French ( their  Phil l ipsi te being Bemire  or Erubesc i te ) ;  and Sti lbi te  is 

called Deslnin in Germany (their St i lbi t  sometimes being Heulandite) .  

Tile well-known and hopeless confusion in the names Calamine~ and 

Smithsoni{e leads to many errors. 5fany other  examples might  be 
cited. 

1 A useful but lit~le-kn,Jwll book is C. Keferstein's ~ l~Iineralogia polyglotta' 
(Halle, 1849). 

2 ~ore correctly l"eldspar, as fully explained in the Oxford 1)ictionary, and 
as always used in America ; b'eldspath (French), Feldspar (German). 

s Calamine (Lapis eala,ninaris) was used by Pliny for zinc-ores in general 
and also for the zine oxide from furnaces. The changes in the name are traced 
below : 

Hydrous silicate 
Author. Carbonate (ZnCQ). it~Zn2Si05 ' 

J. Smithson, 1808 . . . . . . . . .  Calamine . . . . . .  Electric Calamine. 
(followed by J. D. l)ana~ 1837-1850). 

A. Brongniart, 1807 . . . . . . . . .  Zinc carbonat6e ... Calamine. 
~'. S. Bendant, 1832 .. . . . . . . . . .  Smithsonite Calamine. 

(followed by J. D. Dana, 1854-1892). 
H. J. Brooke and W. H. Miller, 1852 Cahmine . . . . . .  Smithsonite. 

(followed by "~V. J. Lewis, 1899'. 
A. Kenngott, 1853 . . . . . . . . .  Smithsonite ... IIemimorphite. 

Clearly, the best course now is to follow Kenngott. 
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If:mineralogists were all agreed on the name Autunite (from Autun  
in France) for Calcouranite or Kalkuranit, then French authors would 
perhaps be willing to give up Chaleollte (so easily confused with 
Chalcoeite) for Torbernite ; and if Chessylite (from Chessy) were gene- 
rally adopted in place of Azurite, they might be persuaded to make 
some other small concession. As a concession to the Germans, the old 
and well-known names Meerschaum, Blende, and Mispickel might very 
well be adopted. 

The correct pronunciation of the names so adopted for general use 
need n o t  be considered seriously. Even quite simple names like Pyrite, 
Quartz, Calcite, &c., are pronounced very differently in different 
countries. International usage depends mainly on the printed word 
(in Roman characters) and it is in this that standardization is needed. 
I f  a name with a derivation peculiar to one language is changed, with 
a mistaken idea of adapting it to some othe r hmguage, then confusion 
will follow and the name may be lost in an alptlabetical index. For 
example, the Swedish name, Akermanit may be altered to Akermanite 
or even Akermanite, but never to Ackermanite, Akermannite, Oker- 
manite, or Oakermanite. 

This leads to the difficulty presented by the diacritical marl~s peculiar 
to various languages. Here there may be a difficulty not only in the 
ibrm of the word, ba t  also in its alphabetical arrangement, and for the 
mQority of printers in the lack of the proper type. In the Swedish 
alphabet ~t~ ~, and 5 find a place a f t e r  z ; and the same for the Danish 
and ~orwegian ee~ 9~ or ~. The German 5 is sorted sometimes with 
o and sometimes with oe, both ways being used in German indexes ; 
whilst in Hungarian 5 and 5 both come after oz. In  Polish 6 comes 
after oz, ~ after zz, and ~ after i~. In  Bohemian ~ comes after zz, and 

after cz, but ch afl.er h, whilst in Spanish eh comes after cz. Dia- 
critical marks have such varied meanings in different languages (e.g. 
coSperate and zoSlogy in America, 5 and 5 in Japanese, 5 in French; 
Liege or Liege in French) tha t  for international use they are better 
ignored so far as alphabetical arrangement is concerned. Unless they 
can be printed correctly, t h e y  are better omitted; while any attempt 
to acquire the correct pronunciation of t h e  original language is only 
pedantic. The Hungarian name FelsSbgnyit is invariably printed 
incorrectly as FelsSbanyite, and still more so as Felsoebanyite. Simi- 
larly, Baeckstroemite is quite incorrect for the Swedish B~ckstrSmit. 

The question of the alteration of the form of names with the idea 
of adapting them to different languages resolves itself into whether 

c c 2  
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(i) the correct pronunciation, or (ii) the correct spelling of the printed 
word, is the more important. For international science the lat ter  is 
surely to be considered first. When giving new mineral names, authors 
should have some consideration for the foreigner. For example, the 
English Whewelli te and the Czech Vrbaite (see this vol. p. 278) must 
present difficulties in most other languages. 

Unless obviously in error, species names should be accepted in as 
nearly as possible the same form as that  given by tile first author. I f  
they are to be adapted to specially suit every language, unnecessary 
confusion will only follow. As an example, take the two names Kainosite 
and Kainite, originally given in Swedish and German in the forms 
Kainosit and Ka in i t  respectively, and both derived from tile Greek 
Katv&, new. Tile first was altered by D~,na (1892) to Cenosite, which is 
scarcely recognizable even in English ; whilst for the second the strictly 
German spelling Kaini t  is usually adopted in the trade for this potash 
salt. The term Kainozoie (Cainozoic, C~enozoic, Cenozoic) for a geo- 
logical period has the same derivation, and for international use the 
Greek form of the word should be adopted. Or again, such a name as 
Akrochordite, recently given in Swedish from the Greek JKpoxop~tSu , 
a wart, should be allowed to stalJd in that form. To alter it to Acro- 
chordite is only causing international difficulties. Nothing is gained, 
only confusion, by unnecessarily changing names in this way. There 
is no real need to change the Greek K to c in English, and still less 
to pronounce i t  as s (as in cinema). The forms pil,akoid and pyknometer 
are preferable to pinacoid and pycnometer. 

The transliteration of Russian names presents a special difficulty. 
International agreement would here seem to be impossible. A Czech 
system of transliteration was devised in 1900 for use in the Inter- 
national Catalogue of Scientific Literature, but for general use this 
presents typographical difficulties. There are already several systems 
in use for transliteration into English, and any one adopted must be 
more or less arbitrary. For  unitbrmity in spelling, a system that would 
work both ways would be required ; while for indicating the pronuncia- 
tion, different systems would be required for different languages. The 
Russian u is t ransli terated ch in English, tsch in German, tch in French, 
and 6 in Czech; and the Russian u as v in English, w in German, and 
ff in French. :But there is a sad lack of uniformity even in the same 
language. For examl,le , for the Tschewkinit of G. Rose, 1839, German 
authors have mostly used tile mixed German and French form Tscheffkinit, 
whilst French authors have usually taken the German form Tschewldnite. 
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An English transl i terat ion of the Russian ~Iem~ttimT~ would be Chevkinite.  

The Russian TIO~IMyHI1T~ (ill modern Russian TIou.~tylI~) has been trans-  

l i terated Tyuyamunite,  Tiujamunite,  Tuyamunite,  Tfijamunit, Tjujamunit ,  

Tjuiamunlt  (see this vol. p. 287). 
While Russian names present  a difficulty ill English,  on the other  

hand, Engl ish names present a difficulty in Russian, e.g.  such names 

as Woodwardite, Whewe]lite, Howli te ,  &c. By t ransl i terat ing certain 

names into Russian according to one system and transl i terat ing them 

baok again into Roman characters according to another system, some 

strange mineral  transformations have resulted, for example : 

Ankylit (from d2ta6xo~ ) ---> Ancylite --> Ancm'irI, ---> Ansilit. l 
Hibsehite ---> r~I6m~Iri, -> Gibshite ---> Gibbsite. 2 
Howlite --> Xay,'IWrI, ---> Khaulite. 
Whewollite -> Bene.zanr~ ---> Vevellite -> Wavellite. 

Al though specially advocated by Dana 3 and pushed to the extreme 

by the American Committee on i~*omenclature, there is no special v i r tue  

in the terminat ion - i te  for mineral names. I t  is used in so many senses 

tha t  a word with this ending does not necessarily suggest a mineral 

name. The Oxford Dict ionary devotes two columns to its explanation 

with many examples. Complete sentences of words ending in - i te  can 

be cons t ruc ted- -Exquls i t e  parasite expedite appetite,  bite white mite  

opposite. There is a common tendency nowadays to invent  fancy 
trade-names ending in -ire for expletives,  lmilding materials, and all 

sorts of manufactured goods--dynamite ,  st ikti te,  shine-a-lite, cigarl i te ,  

quickrite,  orh'ite. Thousands of such names are now in use. For  

good-sounding mineral  names, Rut i le ,  Anatase, Epidote,  Xenotime, 

Spodumene are hard to beat. To provide these wi th  a double termina-  

tion, e.g.  XetJotimite, Spodumenite,  is quite  absurd. 

A move in the opposite direction has been made by al ter ing the 

established name Metacinnabari te  to Metacinnabar,  in order to conform 

Zeits. Kryst. Min., 1906, vol. 51, p. 184 ; Min. biag., 1907, vol. 14, p. 394. 
2 ffourn. Chem. Soc. London, 1910, vol. 98, Abstr. ii~ p. 187. 
s An excellent conspectus of mineralogical nomenclature was given by 

J. D. Dana in the introduction to the fifth edition (1868) of his ' System of 
Mineralogy' ; and in that edition many names were for the first time provided 
with the termination -ire. For example, Analcite, Nephelite, Pyrrhotite, 
Chalcocite; but of these the older forms, Analcime, l~epheline, Pyrrhotine, 
Chalcosine, still stand in all European languages. Dana also attempted to 
establish a distinction between mineral names and rock names by the use of 
the terminations -ire and -y~e respectively. Tim latter has found little or no 
acceptance. 
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w i th  Cinnabar .  Bu t  th i s  creates  less difficulty t h a n  the  new Goldman 

spell ing Metaz innabar i t .  
I do not i n t e n d  to suggest  t h a t  the  t e rmina t ion  -ire should  be dropped,  

and  far  fi'om i t  t h a t  fallcy t c rmiua t ions  should be invented  for fu t a r e  

mine ra l  names.  I only t h iuk  i t  a mis t ake  to el)l i terate ru th less ly  the  

t e rmina t i ons  of those names t h a t  have  a l ready become established. 

The following t r i a l  list of some of the more common minera l  names 

has been d r a w n  up  as a basis  for discussion. An  a t t e m p t  has  been 

made to select such names  thai, will  be acceptable to the majol~ity. 

The selection is of course more or less a rb i t ra ry ,  and i t  is not  always 

easy to avoid na t ional  and  personal  prejudices. I f  such a l ist  of 

n a m e s  were by common consent  adopted by the  Minera logical  Societies 

of England ,  France,  Germany ,  and  America,  and  by the editors  of 

some few journals ,  the  selected names would, I thin]r soon come in to  

genera]  use. 

Analeimo (R. J. Haiiy, 1797), as in all European languages. Only in America 
is Dana's (1838) form Analcite in general use. 

Anatase (R. J. ]laiiy, 1801), as used in England, France, and Germany, and by 
Dana (1887-1854). Oetahedrite (II. B. de Saussure, 1796) was revived by 
Dana in 1868 ; but this name is now applied to a group of meteoric irons. 

Axgentite (~V. IIaidinger, 1845) = Argyrose, Argyrite (Fr.), Silberglanz (Germ.). 
Autun i te  (tI. J. Brooke and W. It.  Miller, 1852) = Calcouranite, Kalkurani~. 
Baryte  (R. Kirwan, 1784, Min., p. 5, Barytes = Ponderous earth ; p. 58, Barytic 

genus combined with the vitriolic acid ; I. von Born, 1790, Baryte vitriolde ; 
from B&pv~, heavy) = Bal'ytes (Engl.), Baryt (Germ.), Barytine (Ft./, Barite 
(Dana, 1868), Heavy-spar, Schwcrspat. 

Blonde (Old Germ.) = Zinc-blende (Engl.), Zinkblende (Germ.), Blende (Fr.), 
Blenda (I ta l ,  Span.), Sphalerite. Like the old name Pyrites, this also occurs 
in several compounds--Hornblende,  Pitchblende, Fireblende (=  Pyrostill)- 
nite), Manganblende ( = Alabandine), Antimony-blende ( = Kermesite), &c.-- 
but without giving rise to any confusion. 

Bornito (W. Haidingel-, 1845) = Erubescite, Phillipsite (Fr.), Buntkupfererz 
(Germ.). 

Chabazite (Bose d'Antie, 1788, Chabazie, erroneously from xakdr  = Chabasite, 
Chabasie (Fr.). 

Chalkopyri te  (J. F. Henckel, 1725, Chalcopyrites) = Chalcopyrite, Chalkopyrit 
(Germ.), Copper-pyrites (Engl.), Kupferkies (Germ.), Kopparkis (Swcd.), 
Cuiw'e pyriteux (Fr.), Cobre amarillo (Span.), Rame giallo (Ital.). 

Chalkosine (F. S. Beudant, 1832, Chalcosine)-  Chalkosin (Germ.), Calcosina 
(Span.), Chalcocite (Dana, 1868), Copper-glance, Kupibl'glanz. 

(3halybito (E. 1~. Glocker, 184:7) = Siderite, Eisenspat. Siderite is in more 
general use, and the form Siderose as originally applied by F. S. Beudant in 
1882 (Siddrose) to ferrous carbonate would perhaps be preferable. The name 
Siderite has several other meanings. T. Bergman (1790) used it for pharma- 
eosiderite, J. Pinkerton (1811) for hornblende, and C. Moll (1797) for blue 
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quartz. I t  has been ~lpplied to other blue stones, such as lazulite and 
sapphirine;  and Pliny's  Adamas Siderites was no doubt sapphire. By the 
ancients itwas also used for loadstone [ = magnetite ] ; and an English quotation 
showing tile use of the word in tbis sense in 1579 is given in the Oxford 
Dictionary. Still other uses of t h i s n a m e  are in botany for iron-wort, and 
now very commonly for meteoric irons. 

Chessylite (H. J. Brooke and W. H. Miller, 1852) = Azurite, Kupftlrlasur. 
Chrysoberyl  = Cymophane (Ft.). 
Cinnabar  (Latin, Cinnabaris ;  Gr. ~LvvdBapL)= Cinnabarite, Cinabre (Fr.), 

Zinnober (Germ.). 
Cordierite (J. A. H Lucas, 1813) = Iolite, Dichroite. 
Corundum (11indi, kurund;  Sansk. k u r u v i n d a ) = C o r i n d o n  (Fr.~ Span.), 

Corindone (ltal,), Korund (Germ.). J. Woodward, 1728, has on different 
pages the spellings Corivindum, Corivendum, Convindum. C. Greville (1798) 
~nd d. L. Bournon (1802) gave the form Corundum. 

Euklase  (t{. J. :IIaiiy, 1792, Euclase) ~ Euc]ase, Euklas (Germ.). 
:Feldspar (J. G. Wallerius, 1747, Felt-Spat, Fe l t spa t )=  Felspar, Feldspar, 

Feldspath (Fr.). Feldspat (Germ.), F~ltsPat ~Swed.), Polevoi shpag (Russ.). 
:Fluorite (O. Agricola, 1546, Fluores ; C. A. :Napione, 1797, Fluorite) = Fluor, 

Fluor-spar, Fluorspar, Fluorine (Fr.), Fluss, FluBspat (Germ.), Flusspat 
(Swed.), Plavikovyi shpat (Russ.). 

Gypsum (Latin, Gypsum)=  Gypso "(Ft.), Gyps, Gips (Germ.), Gesso (Ital.), 
Yeso (Span. ~, Gypsite. 

Hali te  (E. F. Glocker, 1847, Ha l i t e s )~  Salt, Rock-salt, Sal gemme (Fr.), 
Steinsalz (Germ.); Alite (Ital.). 

Hemat i te  (Latin, H~ematite; Gr. al/za~lv~)= Haematite, H~matite (Fr.), 
H~tmatit (Germ.), Eisenglanz, Ematite (Ital.'~ Hematite (Span.), Oligisto, 
Specularite. 

Hemimorphi te  (A. I~enngott, 1858) = Calamine (lI2Zn2SiO~) , Kieselzinkerz. 
Hyclrohematite (A. Breithaupt,  1847, Hydrobaematit)  = Turgite, Turjit, 

Turite. 
Kyani te  (A. G. Werner,  1789, C y a n i t ) =  Cyanite, Disthbno (Fr.), Disthen 

(Germ.). 
Labrador i te  (.4.. G. Werner, 1780, Labradol~tein ; J. C. Dclsmfitherie, 1797, 

Labradorite) = Labrador. 
Magnesite (g. C. Delam6therie, 1797; first restricted to the carbonate by 

D. L. G. Karsten. 1808) = Giobertite (Fr.) 
Meerschaum (Old Germ.) = Sepiolite, Magndsite (Fr.). 
Mispiokel (Old Germ. ; G. Agricola, 1556, Mistpuckel) = Arsenopyrit% Al~enical 

pyrites, Arsenkies (Germ.), Mispickel (Ft.), Mispiquel (Span.). 
Natrol l te  (M. H. Klaproth, 1808, Natrolith) ~ M6sotype (Ft.). 
:5]'epheline (R. J. Marly, 1800) = Nephelite. 
Olivine (A. O. Worner,  1790, Olivin) ~ Chrysolite, Pgridot (Ft.), Olivin (Germ.). 
Ortholdase (A. Breithaupt,  1828,' Orthok]as)= Orthoelase, Orthose (Fr.), 

Ortosa (Span.), Orthoklas (Germ.), Kalifeldspat. 
Phenak i t e  (N. Nordenski61d, 1833, P h e n a k i t ) =  Phenacite, Ph~nacite (Ft.), 

Phenakit  (Germ.). 
PhiUipsite (A. L~vy, 1825) ~ Christianite (Fr.). 
Plagioklase (A. Breithaupt, 1847, Plagioklas) = Plagioelaso, Plagioklas (Germ.). 
Py r i t e  (Pliny, Pyrites ; Gr. nvp/v~) = Pyrites, Iron-pyrites, Eisenkies. (Sidero- 
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pyrites of J. F. Henckel, 1725, would better compare with Chalkopyrite 
Argentopyrite, &e. ; compare Blende, above). 

Pyrrhotine (A. Breithaupt, 1835, Pyrrhotin) - Pyrrhotite, Magnetkies. 
Skapolite (B. J. d~Andrada, 1800, from a~trro~) = Scapolite, Skapolith (Germ.), 

Worn,rite (Ft.). 
Smlthsonito (F. S. Beudant, 1832) = Calamine (ZnCOs~ , Zinkspat. 
Spheric (R. J. Haiiy, 18017 = Titanite, Esfena (Span.). 
Spinel = Spinelle (Fr.), Spinell (Germ.), Spinella (Ital.), Espinela (Span.). 
Spodumene (B. J. d'Andrada, 1800) = Triphane (Fr.), Spodumenite. 
Staurolite (J. C. Delam6therie, 1792) = Staurotide (Ft.), Staurolith (Germ.). 
StibniSe (J. D. Dana, 18547 = Antimonite, Stibine (Fr.~), Antimonit (Germ.). 
Stilbito (R. J. Haiiy, 1796) = Desmin (Germ.). 
Tetrahedrite (W. ttaidinger, 1845, Tetra~drit)= Fahlerz, Panabase (Fr.)~ 

Tetra~drit (Germ). 
Torbernite CA. G. Werner, 1793)= Chaleolite (Ft.), Cuprouranite, Kupfer- 

uranit. 

In crystallography, although several names have been applied to the 
crystal-systems these present little difficulty. There is, however, still 
some confusion in the statement of the hexagonal, rhombohedral, or trigonal 
systems ; and are there six or seven systems of crystals ~ For descriptive 
purposes, especially in tabular matter, different methods of briefly stating 
the system have been tried, but none have found general acceptance. The 
initial letters of the following are here suggested : 

Oubiz = kubiseb, regular, isometric, monometric, tesseral, octahedral, ter- 
quaternaire. 

Quadratio = tetragonal, pyramidal, dimetrie, quaternairc. 
Orthorhombic = rhombic, prismatic, trimetrie, terbinaire. 
Monoclinic = oblique, elinorhombie, monosymmetrie, binaire. 
Anorthie = trielinie, asymmetric. 
Hexagonal including rhombohedral or trigonal = monotrimetrie, s6naire, 

ternaire. 

Quadratic (Fr. quadratique), in common use in France, is chosen in 
preference to tetragonal, since T is also the initial letter of trigonal, 
triclinic, tesseral, teimetric, tcrnaire, and terbinaire. R also is avoided, 
since it stands tot rhombic, rhombohedral, and regular. The only difficulty 
in the scheme suggested above is that O stands also for oblique and 
oetahedral, and M for monometric. 

In  the nomenclature of the thirty-two classes there is more complexity. 
Following the historical development of the subject, these classes have 
been named according to ideas of merohedrism (hemihedrism, tetarto- 
hedrism, and hemimorphism), the geometrical shape of the general form, 
or the degree of symmetry. Some authors refer to the classes by number, 
e.g. Class 4. The numbering may start with the class of lowest symmetry 
or with that of highest symmetry, whilst the order between the extremes 
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is arbitrary. A. Schoenflies has devised a system of letters and numbels 
for the 82 crystal-classes and the 230 space-groups ; an objection to which 
is that it  is not easy to print,  and modified forms have therefore been 
given by H. Hilton and R. W G. Wyckoff. 

As an example of the number of terms that have been applied to any 
one class, the following may be noted : 

Dioptase or phenakite class; Rhombohedral class; Rhombohedral tetarto- 
hedral ; Hexagonal alternating ; Trigonal central ; Trigonal rhombohedral ; 
Trirhombohedral ; Diplohcdral trigonal ; Rhombohedral with parallel-faced 
hemihedrism; Hexagonal tetartohedry of the second sort ; Rhomboedrische 
Paramorphie ; Ternaire parah6mi6drie ; Rhombo~drique parah6middriquc ; 
Rhombo6driquo h6mi~drie hr centr~e; Class XV; Class 15; Class 17 ; 
Class 21; Class 31; I I IUc;  I I IMc;  C~; C~l; C31 ; CSil 8Ci ; cs; rs; e; R2; 

e "n" .t h ]c  l , . 

To this total of thirty distinct designations many other slight variations 
peculiar to different languages might be added, as well as variations in 
the use of italic or roman type for the symbols. This is a heavy tax on 
the worker in crystallography, and to the student it  is bewildering. 
One can sympathize with the student who concluded his answer to an 
examination question with the remark: 'Since different authors give 
different names to the various classes, the names are here omitted to 
avoid confusion '. 

To a mineralogist the crystal-classes are perhaps most easily visualized 
by calling to mind some mineral that crystallizes in each class. Since 
the clas~es are of secondary importance to the systems, they might be 
numbered ill each system ; e.g. C 1 to C 5 for the classes of the cubic 
system, Q 1 to Q 7 for the quadratic, &c., as listcd below. Here the 
names and order of the classes are those that I adopted for the article 
' Crystallography' in ~he eleventh edition of the ' Encyclopaedia Britan- 
nica '  (vol. 7, 1910). 

Class (and example). 

C1 Holosymmetric (Fluorite). 
C2 Tetrahedral (Tetrahedrite). 
C8 l~yritohedral (Pyrite). 
C4 Plagihedral (Cuprite). 
C5 Tetartohedral (Ullmannite). 
Q1 Holosymmetric (Cassiterite). 
Q2 Scalenohedral (Chalkopyrite). 
Q3 Bipyramidal (Scheelite). 
Q4~ Pyramidal (Wulfenite). 

Class (and example). 

Q5 Ditetragonal pyramidal (AgF.H20~. 
Q6 Trapezohedral (I~iSO~.6H~O). 
Q7 Bisphenoidal (?) 
O1 Holosymmetric (Baryte). 
02 Pyramidal (Struvite) 
03 Bisphenoidal (Epsomite). 
MI Holosymmetric (Gypsum). 
M2 Hemimorphie (Tartaric acid). 
M3 Clinohedral (Clinohedrite). 
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(Continued:) Class (and example) 
.A.I Holosymmetric (Axinite). Hr7 Ditrigonal bipyramidal 
A2 Asymmetric (CaS~O s. 6H20 ). (Benitoite). 
Hrl ttolosymmetric (Calcite). I l l  ttolosymmetric (Beryl). 
Hr2 Ditrigonal pyramidal (Tourma- II2 Bipyramidal (Apatite). 

line). H3 Dihexagonal pyramidal (Greenock- 
HrS Trapezohedral (Quartz). ire). 
Hr4 Rhombohedral (Phenakite). II4 Trapezohedral 
Itr5 Trigonal pyramidal (Ba(SbO)2(C4II406) ~.KNOa). 

(NalO 3. 31120 ). ti5 Hexagonal pyramidal (Nepheline). 
Hr6 Trigonal bipyramidal (?) 

The positions of crystal-faces and of structure-planes are most logically 
given by the Millerian indices, which refer to three co-ordinate axes ill 
the order X, Y, Z. "This is clearly the only method for international use, 
and i t  should take the place of the L6vy notation used by French authors 
and also the Goldschmidt notation. Tile la t ter  is excellent for working 
out crystals on the gnomonic projection, but it obscures, by its siml)licity , 
the three-dimensional reality. In  the l)ublication of the final results for 
the use of other workers ibis shouhl not be lost sight of. For hexagonal 
crystals the four-figure Bravais-Miller indices are well known and widely 
used. Any special devices for writing these with three or fewer indices 
must 1)e regarded as idiosyncrasies, and they are more usefully kept as 
working methods in the author's own note-book. 

Standardization and agreement are also much needed for the orienta- 
tion, axes of reference, and the letters assigned to the crystal-forms of 
each mineral-species. Iu  published pape*s one often finds a bare statement 
of the crystal-forms shown by a certain mineral ; e. g. a topaz crystal with 
fhe tbrms (110), (021), &e. Saeh a s~tement  is in itself mea~Sngless ; 
and in a case like top~,z, where two sets of parameters are in current use, 
errors will arise. The orientation of a crystal and the selection of the 
parameters is in any case more or less arbitrary.  An orthorhombiz 
crystal can, for example, be set up in six differc,t  ways, and there is 

choice of a large number of parameters. Unless the first describer 
of the crystalline ibrm of a substalme is proved to be quite wrong, 
there is usually very l i t t le  to be gained by introducing a change 
in the parameters. The well-known symbol r(100) of ~[iller and Groth, 
or r ( 1 0 i l )  of Dana and Hintze for the cleavage-ibrm of calcite has been 
chalJged without sufficient reason by Goldschmidt to p ' l  or (11'21) ; aml 
Miller's T (735)=Dana ' s  p ( 4 . 8 .  i2  .5) he changes to ~ ! - -  ~6_5_s.4 This is 
further complicated by the two Goldschmidt systems ' G~' and '  G2' , which 
authors often i~ail to distinguish, and their results are then unintelligible. 
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I n  crystal -opt ics  a, fl, a n d  -y are genera l ly  used for the  t h r ee  pr inc ipa l  

indices of refract ion.  They are  sometimes wr i t t en  as n(a) ,  n(fl), n($), 
corresponding w i t h  the F r e n c h  rip, nm, ng. The same Greek  le t t e r s  may 

also convenient ly  be used to indicate  the  v ib ra t ion-d i rec t ions  correspon d ing  

to these indiccs ; and  so take  the  place of the G e r m a n  le t ters  a, b, r or the  

capi ta ls  X,  Y, Z (likely to be confused wi th  c rys ta l lograph ic  axes )  for the 

' axe s  of optical  e last ic i ty  '. 

Fo r  general  use in  descr ipt ive  crys ta l lography only few special symbols  

are  real ly needed. In  the  fifth volume (not  ye t  i s s u e d ) o f  the  i n t e r -  

na t iona l  ' Tables  annuel les  de Cons tan tes  et Donn6es  n u m 6 r i q u e s '  I have  

l i s t ed  the fol lowing : 

E~Tlieat.ion des symboles c~'istallographiq~es et o2oliques. 

a : b : c ou a : c~ param~tres cristallographiques. 
o~ B~ et 7, angles des axes cristallographiques (darts le syst~me triclinique) ; 

a dans le syst~me rhombo6drique ; B darts le syst~me monoclinique. 
X :~b:% paramhtres topiques (quotients des distances mol6culaires). 
n, iudice de rgfrac~iou dens los corps isotropes (cristaux cubiques et corps 

amorphes) ; aussi pour l 'indice en g6ndral ou approximatif. 
o~ et E, indices de r6fraction (ordiuaire et extraordinaire) dens les cristaux 

uniaxes. 
a, B, et 7, indices principaux de rdfraetion (minimum, moycn, et maximum) 

dans les cristaux biaxes; aussi Ies directions de vibration pour cos m~mes 
indices. 

ca--e, la birfifringenee dans les cristaux uniaxes nfigatii's. 
~--% la bir6fringence dans les cristaux uniaxes positifs. 
7--a ,  la birdfringence maximum dans les cristaux biaxes. 
2V, I'angle des axes optiques dans le cristal. 
2E~ l~angle des axes optiques dans l 'air. 
2H, l'angle des axes optiques dans un liquide (g6ndralement l'huile). 
Bxa et Bxo, les bissectrices aigu~ et obtuse des axes optiques. 
Bx a :c ou 3' :c~ &,c., l'angle d'extinction avcc l'axe eristallographique c sur le 

plan de sym6trie (010) d 'un cristal moaocliuique ; +daus  l 'angle B obtus~ 
- d a n s  l 'angle B aigu. 

D, densitd. 
F~ poiut de fusion. 

As ment ioned  above, the in te rna t iona l  aspect  of Science is of p r ime  

importance.  A n  original  paper  is wr i t t en  in  the  language  o f  one country,  

bu t  i t  is more widely read in the  sum of other  countries.  


